Introduction
Since ƒ¡"¥h•Íxƒ¿, we have ƒ¡"¥hƒ¿(t).
3:
Suppose that ƒ¡"¥hƒ¿(t). Let "U•¸ƒ¿ be arbitrary. If "C"¥hƒ¿ and "C"¥hƒÀ, then "C"¥hƒ¿•ÈƒÀ.
2.
If "C"¥hƒ¿•ÈƒÀ, then "C"¥hƒ¿ and "C"¥hƒÀ.
3.
If "C"¥hƒ¿ or "C"¥hƒÀ, then "C"¥hƒ¿•ÉƒÀ.
4.
Suppose that "C"¥hƒ¿•ÉƒÀ. If "C , ƒ¿"¥hƒÉ and "C, ƒÀ"¥hƒÉ, then "C"¥hƒÉ.
5.
If "C, ƒ¿"¥hƒÀ, then "C"¥hƒ¿ƒÀ.
6.
If "C"¥hƒ¿ƒÀ and "C"¥hƒ¿, then "C"¥hƒÀ.
Proof. From 1 to 4 is clear.
5:
Suppose that "C, ƒ¿"¥hƒÀ. In standard Analysis, infinity is regarded as unboundedness, and infinite numbers and infinitesimals are not mathematically justified objects. When con sidering a nonstandard model *R of reals, they are defined as elements of *R, in the standard Nonstandard Analysis. Several formal systems for giving a syntactic formulation of the full system of Nonstandard Analysis have been proposed, includ ing those by Henson and Keisler [3] , Nolson [5] , Yasugi, Tsujii and Mori [6] .
Kakuda [4] started syntactic developments of Nonstandard Analysis by hyper formulas. This method allows one to formulate arguments about infinite numbers and so on inside the natural language. In this development, only the standard model R is referred to (that is, we do not need to have *R), and no axiom which stands for the Transfer Principle is introduced; infinite numbers and so on are introduced as objects of fictitious existence. This section is devoted to improving -48-these developments. (Most proofs in this section are parallel to standard proofs. See, for example, Davis [2] for a standard development of Nonstandard Analysis.)
Fix a first-order language _??_R for analysis, including symbols for structures which are needed in our arguments (like function symbols f, g,...). Assume that _??_R has names for all elements of R. Let Fml be the set of formulas in _??_R, R be the standard model of reals for the language _??_R, and Tf and TH be the theories Th(Cla (R)) and Th(Cla(R)H).
We define hyperformulas which stand for basic notions in Nonstandard Analy • A proof of the following lemma is similar. 
